Comparisons
SCREEDFLO
THE MOBILE FLOOR SCREED
FACTORY

OUR COMPETITION
READY MIX CONCRETE COMPANIES

1 truck will produce enough Screedflo to lay 250m2
at 40mm thick.

1 truck will deliver enough material to lay 125m2 at
40mm thick.

We usually carry 10% more material than you have
ordered in case of any level problems that have not
been foreseen.

If supplier does not dedicate enough lorries,
standing time is incurred waiting for lorries on
turnaround trips.

Worm Pump

Screedflo truck has a mounted worm pump capable
of pumping 8m3 per hour to a distance of 150m and
is supplied with hoses.

Pump and hoses need to be hired by customer at
additional cost.

Truck Driver

Dedicated truck driver who is fully trained on how to
pump Screedflo.

Truck drivers only paid to deliver the material. No
pump or hoses supplied.

Waste Material

Minimal waste as Screedflo can stop mixing at
any time if there are problems on site.

Once material is delivered to site it must be used
within 1-2 hours or returned to the plant at
considerable cost.

Mixing Material

Screedflo mixed on site in mobile batching plant.
1m3 of Screedflo mixed and pumped every 7
minutes ensuring fresh Screedflo every time. Mixing
can be stopped at any time if there are problems on
site and then restarted at the push of a button.

Material mixed away from site at batching plant.
Batching plant can sometimes be a long distance
from the construction site.

Deliveries

10 m3 of Screedflo per truck.

Accurate delivery tickets available providing instant
feedback on volume used.

Truck driver will operate worm pump cutting down
expensive labour costs.

No charges for return loads as we only mix the
material on site as it is required.
Invoicing
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1 invoice produced for Screedflo material, worm
pump and pump operator, cutting down on
expensive administration costs. Screedflo invoiced
to the nearest tenth of a cubic metre.
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5m3 of material per truck.

2-3 vehicles required to supply 12m3, higher risk of
supply problems.

Once material is delivered it needs to be used within
1-2 hours or must be returned as a return load.

Charges levied on returned loads.

Material invoiced to the nearest 1m3.

